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Celtic wait to be 
crowned but 
McGregor rues 
loss of fanfare
CALLUM McGreGor insists 
Celtic have been robbed of the 
chance to celebrate nine-in-a-row 
with a podium party.

The Parkhead side are set to be ratified  
as Scottish champions, with Hearts  
relegated, after an SPFL board meeting 
on Monday.

A consultation between league chief 
executive Neil Doncaster and the 12 
Premiership clubs ended last night 
in an agreement to conclude the 
2019-20 season after 30 games.

A league source claimed the 
discussions were positive and 
helped to clear the air on  
a number of contentious 
matters.

Barring a legal curveball 
from rangers, Hearts, Partick 
Thistle or others over the 
weekend, the decision will now
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England great Sansom fights for his life 
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by MATT bARLow

McIlroy in 
vow never 
to play with 
Trump again

RoRy McIlRoy has launched 
an extraordinary attack 
on President Donald 
Trump and vowed never 
to play another round  
of golf with him.
The Northern Irishman, 
back in the spotlight 
tomorrow with a Skins 
match in Florida to raise 
funds for Covid-19 relief, 
made clear that he is  
no fan of the way that  
golf-fanatic Trump has 
handled the pandemic.
‘It’s not the way a leader 
should act,’ said the world 
No 1, in comments that 
could land him in trouble 
with the PGA Tour. 
‘We’re in the midst of 
something that’s pretty 
serious right now and  
the fact he’s trying to 
politicise it and make it  
a campaign rally and  
say we’re administering 
the most tests in the 
world like it is a contest — 
that’s something that  
is just terrible.
‘There’s a sort of 
diplomacy that you need

by DEREK 
LAwRENSoN 
Golf Correspondent
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Forward thinking: 
McGregor has 
already set his 
sights on making 
it ten in a row 
next season

ArSeNAL and england legend 
Kenny Sansom is fighting for his 
life after he was allegedly beaten 
up in a drunken row.

Sansom, a dynamic left-back 
who won 86 caps, is thought to 
have fallen and suffered a  
serious head injury during the 
disagreement. 

He has been unable to help 
police with their enquiries while 
having treatment in the royal 
Devon and exeter Hospital and 

his family are now keeping a  
bedside vigil. 

The 61-year-old has endured a 
series of health issues linked to a 
desperate struggle with alcohol 
since his playing career ended in 
the mid-1990s. 

Several times he has attempted 
to confront his drinking problems, 
which led to the breakdown of his 
marriage and triggered a sequence 

of other social issues, including 
homelessness and depression. 

He wrote about alcoholism and 
gambling in his autobiography 
but has been unable to kick the 
habits. In 2013, he was pictured 
sleeping rough on a park bench. 

Four years ago, Sansom appeared 
on ITV’s Jeremy Kyle Show and 
confessed to having suicidal 
thoughts. ‘I’m sorry I’ve let a lot


